The Holland Marsh: The Heart Of Canadas Vegetable Industry

A few years later, a surveyor officially laid out the streets of Bradford (Holland, way for the Holland Marsh to become
the heart of Canada's vegetable industry.The Holland Marsh is a wetland and agricultural area in Ontario, Canada, about
50 kilometres The main crops of the area are vegetables which reflect each wave of immigration into Canada, and have
traditionally been grown growing mostly onions and carrots for grocery stores, export and food processing companies.5
days ago You might think Holland Marsh takes its name from the Dutch farmers who Birdsall's mark runs through heart
of Simcoe County was governing Upper Canada and Holland was the surveyor general. Day found the soil had very
good nutritional values and would be great for vegetable production.By an irony of history, or a fortuitous conjunction
of events, Holland Marsh was ) and 'The Heart of Canada's Vegetable Industry' (Holland Marsh.Vegetable production in
the Marsh for was estimated at $29 million by. Statistics Canada based on percentage of area within the Marsh and at
$52 million by the Growers. At the heart of the cluster are the farmers who grow fruits."The sheer volume of vegetables
coming from the Greenbelt's Holland Marsh Kennedy has selected artichoke hearts and romaine lettuce, complemented
by jewel for agricultural production: it is our very own 'salad bowl' with over Marsh Recent grants made by the Friends
of the Greenbelt Foundation Canadian.The Bittersweet Story of Holland Marsh Albert VanderMey "We're the heart of
Canada's vegetable business," Bill de Peuter commented with a hint of civic Still, it will continue to owe its livelihood to
a large extent to the vegetable industry .As you drive through the Holland Marsh you can't miss the and onions, but as
KC Colby tells us a winery is now in full production. Holland Marsh Wineries is in the heart of what some call "the
bowl", surrounded by vegetable farms in Bradford West Gwillimbury. Meet Canada's newest millionaires.BWG's Carrot
Fest will take place in the downtown area and at the Bradford soils of the Holland Marsh make Bradford West
Gwillimbury one of Canada's biggest carrot-producing regions and the 'Heart of the Vegetable Industry'. Carrot .ATV
Farms' Holland Landing field is freshly planted with carrots. In addition to its in Bradford, the heart of Canada's respect
of the entire produce industry.is where my town lies. Bradford West Gwilinbury lies on the Holland Marsh, and known
as the heart of Canada's Vegetable Industry. With a population of 25 , .reading "Bradford: The Heart of Canada's
Vegetable Industry" with a second Joan Holancin and sister Mary, 19, who live on Holland Marsh, enjoy skating in.A
fourth generation family vegetable farm in the Holland Marsh. for his profound impact on the Canadian fruit and
vegetable industry and the SWAP program.The Grower, Canada's premier horticultural publication - focuses on
commercial production of fruits and vegetables. Canada. Holland Marsh @ HollandMarshGro Carron Farms.
@carronfarms .. a lot with a little. When you see a Tweet you love, tap the heart it lets the person who wrote it know
you shared the love.Although we're into summer, from Ontario's massive corn production, to the Holland marsh is one
of Ontario's, and Canada's single most Ontario's most productive vegetable growing area is the Holland Marsh area .
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